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Elk Forage Fields

- 75 acres constructed
- Monitoring elk use during each season
- Up to 200 acres to be built depending on use
Cushman Wildlife Lands
Snag Creation

- 300 snags created
- Habitat for cavity-nesting birds
- Dow Mountain and Brown Creek vicinity
Cushman Wildlife Lands

Cushman Hydroelectric Project
Wildlife Lands
Timber Thinning

- 200 acres thinned
- Promote mature forest development
- Increase habitat diversity
- Lake May, Homan Flats, and Brown Creek parcels
Cushman Wildlife Lands
CUSHMAN SHORELINE MANAGEMENT PLAN

PUBLIC MEETING

Friday, Sept. 20
4 to 6 p.m.
Fire Hall

240 N. Standstill Dr., Hoodsport

We’ll discuss proposed updates to our shoreline structure permitting conditions, solicit your feedback, and answer your questions.

Please RSVP: msundbaum@cityoftacoma.org
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Wildlife and Lands – Staircase Road
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